**ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT EXEMPTION VIA EXAMS**

________________________ has an “A” average as of midterm in ___________________  
(Name) (Class)  

Student WVU ID   Professor Signature

________________________ has an “A” average as of midterm in ___________________  
(Name) (Class)  

Student WVU ID   Professor Signature

**ALL CHEM/BIOL/PHYS courses need to be signed off – you may attach multiple copies if needed.**

________________________ has an “A” average as of midterm in ___________________  
(Name) (Class)  

Student WVU ID   Professor Signature

**ALL Statler courses (ENGR, BMEG, BIOM, CHE, CE, CS, IENG, MAE, MINE, PNGE need to be signed off – you may attach multiple copies if needed.**

________________________ has an “A” average as of midterm in ___________________  
(Name) (Class)  

Student WVU ID   Professor Signature

For Office Use Only

Verified  Recorded

Admitting Signature  Date

Privacy Statement: This form is optional and only to be used for voluntary exemption from Academic Enrichment. You may turn in multiple forms if you do not wish to share your grades with your other professors.  

Updated 8/21/2017